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For constant and obvious politicized
usage of the September 11 th

attacks as a Republican National
Convention (RNC) campaign platform
should be an outrage to the party that
claims to have ownership over
patriotism in America.
The RNC featured
montages of lives lost,
speeches by surviving
family members, and
constant referrals to that
horrific day as
justification for an
unrelated war in Iraq.
Those who lost loved
ones, as well as all New York City
residents, fell victim again; this time it
was to a political propaganda machine
that capitalizes on fear and feeds on
grief.

President Bush’s ulterior motive is

clearly to exploit the tragedy of 9/11,
first shown last spring when the Bush
campaign began running ads displaying
images of the awful destruction from the
attacks. Protests from the families of
victims and from firefighters put a halt
to these ads, but a few months later,
the Bush administration used 9/11 for

political purposes once again, this time
at the convention.

By holding the RNC in New York,
it would seem almost appropriate to

I n early 2004, a group of leading
scholars submitted an open
letter to the scientific

community, declaring their alarm at the
Bush Administration’s continuing abuse
of scientific research. This group
included 48 Nobel Laureates, 127
members of the National Academy of
Science, and eight members of the
Cornell community including
Professors Thomas Eisner
(Entomology), Kurt Gottfried (Physics),
and Nobel Prize winners Roald
Hoffman (Chemistry) [1].

In their letter, titled ‘Restoring
Scientific Inquiry in Policy Making
(RSI)’ the scientists warned of the
Administration’s systematic
misrepresentation of scientific data on

a broad range of issues including global
warming and the AIDS epidemic.
Furthermore, the letter revealed Bush’s
disturbing policy of purging qualified
scientists from advisory boards because
of the scientists’ refusal to accept the

During the 2000 election, Gallup re-
leased a ridiculous poll on October 27,
2000, just a little over a week before
the election, with Bush leading Gore
52 to 39.  In the end, Gore actually
polled 540,000 more votes than Bush.

Remember back on July 29th when our
candidate stood in front of Boston’s
FleetCenter and declared ‘My name is John

Kerry, and I’m
reporting for duty’?
July was our month.
Kerry seemed
unfaltering; liberals,
moderates, and
conservatives alike
united behind our
candidate, as a
momentous tide of
support swept
Kerry up the polls, annihilating Bush’s leads in every
national issue.  It seemed inevitable that the American
people would elect Senator Kerry as the 44th

President of the United States.  The stark contrast to
today’s ranks of rag-tag, downtrodden Democrats

who relentlessly moan and groan is
alarming. What happened?

What ever happened to that rare
convergence of
unity, our courage
and credence in
our cause?  For
three decades,
Democrats felt
marginalized by
defeat after
defeat.  Not only
did we finally
overcome our

inhibition this past summer, but we even
seemed to have picked up a tinge of
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Moscow, 15 September 2004 – Russia’s President Vladimir Putin seems to be taking his
queue from his counterpart in America George Bush, following the aftermath of one of
Russia’s worst terrorist disasters ever in early September in the town of Belsan near violence-
torn Chechnya. Today President George W. Bush spoke unusually frankly about his concerns
of rising state power in Russia, as Putin continues to consolidate his and his party’s power
in the former Soviet dictatorship, justifying his actions with the enhanced need for security.

Putin has strengthened the Kremlin’s control over the former superpower by
consolidating party power in the Duma, Russia’s parliament. Putin has also abolished
elections for the governors of Russia’s 89 regions, who will now be appointed by Moscow.
Moreover, the Russian president has continued to crack down on political dissent, much
in an effort to show political resolve and determined action against the threat of terrorism.

But according to the Economist, Putin’s reforms fall far short of a meaningful
strategy against terror, and are merely desperate grabs of power in a nation that, to some
observers, seems to be spiraling out of control.

Certainly, Putin’s appeal to security in justifying his draconian measures bears
resemblance to the less drastic actions that our own President Bush has taken to supposedly
fight international terrorism, such as the now defunct USA PATRIOT Act. Passed immediately
after the 2001 terrorist attacks, the PATRIOT Act did little to fight 9/11 style terrorism but
much to tip the balance between government power and civil liberties.

Like Bush, Putin, too, wishes to wage an international war on terrorism: his
administration has claimed, falsely, that the Belsan hostage-takers, who killed over three
hundred innocents in early September, were in fact Arab militants; and leading representatives
of the Russian military have expressed their own form of Bush Doctrine, the willingness to
strike in any country that harbors terrorist threats.

International observers, however, see Putin’s latest acts as a sign of weakness
and fragility in a government torn apart by corruption, scandal and lost respect. TL editors
can only hope that the recent events in Russian history provide an impetus for positive
reform, rather than a course of actions that will only cause the nation’s downward spiral
into autocracy to accelerate. (Sources: ABCNews, The Economist [TL:ASG])

Washington, 22 September 2004 – On 10 August President Bush announced his nomination
of Rep. Porter J. Goss (R-FL) for director of Central Intelligence. This came after George
Tenet’s resignation from this post in the midst of criticism of intelligence failures prior to the
war in Iraq. Today, as expected, Goss was confirmed by the Senate as the CIA’s top official.

Goss’ nomination has not come
without criticism. During his almost 16 years
in the House, Goss has been an extremely
partisan politician, raising concerns that he
will be unable to exercise the objectivity the
job demands. In what is arguably the most
important position in United States security,
there is no room for a political agenda. A
former proponent of the idea of Iraqi linkage
to the events of September 11, 2001, Goss’
prior role as chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee suggests that he too
may share responsibility for recent
intelligence failures.

Most troubling is the legislation
Goss proposed in June, which would allow
the CIA to engage in domestic law-
enforcement operations, ending the 57-year
ban on its jurisdiction within the United
States. If passed, the bill would give the CIA
authority to arrest U.S. citizens, posing a
serious threat to civil liberties.

In this election year, Democrats have been particularly cautious to avoid appearing
too critical regarding a matter central to the issue of national security. Thus, a partisan
Porter Goss has been confirmed as the next director of central intelligence. Civil liberties
within the United States have suffered exponentially in the past three years, and with Goss’
confirmation it seems likely that they will suffer even more. Under the guise of protecting
the public from terror, Goss will attempt to strengthen CIA power by exploiting the rights of
citizens, a method to which Bush has no objections.  (Sources: NYT, MSNBC [TL:KFT])

New York, 16 September 2004 – Professor Yoshi Tsurumi describes Bush’s poor
performance and biased attitudes at the Harvard Business School in the early 1970’s, and
says Bush admitted to dodging service in Vietnam.

 ‘I always remember two types of students. One is the very excellent student, the
type as a professor you feel honored to be working with. Someone with strong social
values, compassion and intellect … And then you remember students like George Bush,
those who are totally the opposite,’ Professor Yoshi Tsurumi told CNN last week in an
interview regarding his experience as President Bush’s teacher at Harvard.

Professor Tsurumi, now a Professor of Marketing at the Baruch College in New
York, taught Bush in his macroeconomic policies and international business class in the fall
of 1973 and spring of 1974.  Tsurumi was a visiting associate professor at Harvard Business
School from January 1972 to August 1976.  He described Bush as prejudiced and biased in
his beliefs, as well as a pathological liar.  ‘I found him totally devoid of compassion, social
responsibility, and good study discipline,’ Tsurumi said. ‘What I remember most about him
was all the kind of flippant statements that he made inside of classroom as well as outside.’

 Tsurumi recalls a class discussion in 1973 during the oil and energy crisis over
whether or not the government should assist retirees and people on fixed incomes with
heating costs.  Tsurami explained, ‘[Bush] made this ridiculous statement and when I asked
him to explain, he said, “The government doesn’t have to help poor people – because they
are lazy.” I said, “Well, could you explain that assumption?” Not only could he not explain
it, he started backtracking on it, saying, “No, I didn’t say that.”’  According to Tsurumi,
Bush ‘denounced labor unions, the Securities and Exchange Commission, Medicare, Social
Security, you name it. He denounced the civil rights movement as socialism … When
challenged to explain his prejudice, he could not defend his argument, either ideologically,
polemically or academically.’  When confronted by his peers about his beliefs and ideals,
‘In class, [Bush] couldn’t challenge them. But after class, he sometimes came up to me in
the hallway and started bad-mouthing those students who had challenged him. He would
complain that someone was drinking too much. It was innuendo and lies. So that’s how I
knew, behind his smile and his smirk, that he was a very insecure, cunning and vengeful
guy.’

 Asked about Bush’s dodging service in Vietnam, Tsurumi stated that Bush
‘admitted to me that to avoid the Vietnam draft, he had his dad – he said “Dad’s friends” –
skip him through the long waiting list to get him into the Texas National Guard. He thought
that was a smart thing to do.’  Tsurumi allows that Bush was not the only American trying
to dodge Vietnam, but adds that the current president ‘was fanatically for the war.’  Tsurumi
told Bush that someone who avoided a draft while supporting a war in which others were
dying was a hypocrite. ‘He realized he was caught, showed his famous smirk and huffed
off.’

 Tsurumi’s critics attack the professor’s alleged left-wing bias.  Tsurumi says he is
not working for any Democratic group or for the Kerry campaign. ‘The only activity I do is
to vote for [Kerry],’ Tsurumi said.

Perhaps Bush has changed his ways since his college years, but as anyone who
passed Psychology 101 knows, the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior.
(Sources: Salon.com, CNN [TL:TRS])

Russia’s Putin Tightens
Democracy Against
Backdrop of Terror

Professor Remembers Bush’s
Bad Character

New CIA head Porter Goss
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16 September 2004 – Kicking off a series of
debates sponsored by the Cornell Political
Coalition, just over thirty people gathered
in Kaufman auditorium to watch the Left and
the Right discuss the Iraq insurgency. The
crowd may have been relatively small, but
both the debaters and the audience came
prepared.

Cornell Republicans J. P. Freire and
Jamie Weinstein provided an articulate and
informed conservative voice. They argued
that fostering democracy is inevitably
difficult and, all things considered, Iraq is
not doing as poorly as it is often claimed.
Iraq’s economy is growing, they insisted,
and the country is being rebuilt.

CU Democrats Vice President Mitch
Fagen and TL contributing editor Jamie
Gullen skillfully presented the liberal
counterargument. They were skeptical that
a country can be in good economic shape
with an unemployment rate well above 50%.
They also questioned the effectiveness of
the Bush administration’s tactics, without
getting too bogged down in whether the war
itself was a good idea. Fagan argued that hit
and run raids serve largely to anger
communities, without providing stability.
Despite objections from the Right that
Halliburton is the only company that can do
some jobs, Fagan maintained that many more
Iraqis should be employed. Gullen argued

14 September 2004 – Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) hosted ‘Hope Not Hate’,
a Cornell town hall on US-Islamic relations.  Three guest speakers were invited to McGraw
Hall to talk about their experiences and feelings regarding the current situation, as well as
to answer questions from the audience.  Despite coming from diverse backgrounds and
specializing in different areas, speakers Kenton Keith (former U.S. Ambassador to Qatar),
Dr. Louis Kreisberg (Professor of Conflict Resolution) and Dr. Michael Niman (a journalist
specializing in the ‘power of the press’) all agreed that the present state of U.S. Islamic
relations is dismal, and unfortunately show little chance of improving.

Of the various topics discussed, the disparity between U.S. and the European
media coverage most ignited the speakers’ passions.  Keith discussed the ignorance and
harm caused by a media that never portrays the ‘other’ side of the story.  Even Al-Jazeera,
Keith noted, hosts interviews with Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon; it is incredulous that
the American media should be allowed to cover only one perspective of such an important
issue as the situation in Israel/Palestine.  Dr. Niman stated that our current media ‘keep us
as the most ignorant developed country’.  Niman continued on to state that most Americans
were still unaware that the footage of celebrating Palestinians on the West Bank shown

22 September 2004 – Joe Trippi, former national campaign manager for Howard Dean,
delivered a compelling speech in front of a packed crowd in Ives Hall.  According to Trippi,
for the most part we live in a top-down society where the media are controlled through
isolating mediums like television and radio.  When a person receives news in a top-down
fashion, he or she can exert little influence over what he or she hears.  In this way, television

is a ‘broadcast medium that has failed
the country,’ says Trippi.  The viewer
has almost no impact through
television as a medium, and so is
limited in the extent to which he or
she is informed.

With the advent of the
Internet, however, information can
be exchanged in a bottom-up
fashion, thus providing individuals
with an outlet to voice concerns,
opinions, and ideas.  Trippi stresses
‘the internet is the first medium that
lets us join together towards the
common good.’

As campaign manager for
Dean, Trippi encouraged the
utilization of the Internet as a means
to help individuals realize that their
vote does indeed count.  In Trippi’s
view, prior to use of the Internet as a
campaign tool, too many people
thought their vote did not count, and
that there contributions did not
matter.  Through the use of the
Internet in Dean’s campaign, $59
million was raised – a record breaking

amount in the Democratic Party.  Surprisingly, much of this came in the form of donations
averaging less than $100 each.  Using this modernized grassroots technique, Trippi claimed
in his speech that Dean’s supporters grew from 432 in number to an impressive 636,000.

In discussing the pressures that go along with campaigning for president, Trippi
remarked, ‘Running for president is the equivalent of jumping out of a 16-story burning
building and telling the American people “catch me”.’  Trippi feels that Kerry does indeed
have a chance in the upcoming election, but that the race will be tight.  The vote of young
people in this election will be as decisive and as crucial as ever given how close the election
is at this point.  In the words of Trippi, ‘This election is so close that the one thing no one
is counting on is a big turn out from the young people.’

Without a doubt, Trippi’s involvement in the Dean Campaign has reshaped politics
as we know it today.  According to Trippi, the ‘politics of the future’ will be increasingly
influenced by the use of the Internet.  Through the Internet, every person can voice his or
her opinion and make a difference.  Because the Internet is so influential in the lives of many
of today’s youth, it seems natural that it will play a significant role in the presidential
election of 2004, and presidential elections to come. (TL Staff [SKR])

CPC Debate Series Off to
Solid Start

Former Dean Campaign
Manager Trippi Speaks at

Cornell

Panel Discussion
Addresses

US-Islamic Relations

that a Kerry presidency would reinvigorate
alliances, increasing the possibility of foreign
assistance. A more diverse occupation force
would likely be a more welcome one, and it
would ease burdens on the United States.

The debate concluded with several
pointed questions from the audience.
Weinstein declared that his support for
the war extends beyond words by
stating that he would go to Iraq if
drafted. Fagan explained the apparent
contradiction in Kerry’s voting to
authorize the president to go to war
and against the funding bill. There was
more than one funding bill, Fagan
argued, and Kerry voted for the version
that paid for the war by scaling back
tax cuts for the rich.

All in all, the debate was well
organized and well informed. The issue
of the insurgency, however, is one that
is covered extensively by mainstream
media. Many, though not all, of the
arguments made are commonly heard
on television, perhaps explaining the
mediocre attendance. Future debates,
however, will cover less discussed
topics, such as Bush’s tax cuts and the
state of health care in America, and
should prove even more informative
and entertaining. (TL Staff [THS])

repeatedly on television after 9/11 was stock footage from the previous year.  Why, asked
Niman, did our media not show the marches of U.S. solidarity that occurred in both Tehran
and the West Bank after September 11? And why, Niman continued, was the American
public given no choice but to think that all Muslims hate us?

Like many other Americans, Dr.Niman confessed that, before September 11, he
knew very little about the Middle East.  Both Dr. Niman and Dr. Kreisberg brought up the
fact that most Americans think of Islam as one nation.  ‘There is no Islam just as there is no
United State,’ said Dr. Kreisberg.  All three speakers agreed that the United States cannot
and should not declare war on an undefined group.  The consensus was that by separating
our ties with all Islamic countries, the U.S. will only further the growing hatred between our
nation and those of the Middle East.

Recounting his time as Ambassador to Qatar, Keith talked about the innumerable
times that he had had to reassure the public that the U.S. did not hate all Muslims.  At the
same time, Keith noted, he heard repeatedly from these same people that they did not hate
the American people, but rather hated the foreign policy of the United States.  Every time
someone makes an anti-Muslim comment in the U.S., Keith assured the audience, ‘they
hear it – they hear the criticisms.’  Dr. Niman went on to claim that Bush has succeeded
where numerous Islamic leaders have failed, in uniting the Muslim countries of the world.

In concurrence with their views of the dismal U.S.-Islamic relations, not one of the
three speakers foresaw improvements in the near future.  The ideal solution would be a
change in foreign policy, yet as this is impossible under the current regime, foreign policy
is not a likely answer.  Instead, Keith suggests an increase in the exposure of the U.S. public
to Muslim culture, and vice-versa.  Through exchange programs and wider media exposure,
the American public could learn more about the side of Muslim culture that we are never
given the chance to see.

The recommendation of all three members was to better equip the American public
to make informed decisions and to erase stereotypes and fear.  Understanding through
education and exposure is a goal that the United States should strive towards if we want to
improve our relationship with the Islamic world. (TL Staff [EMJ])

Panelists Kenton Keith, Louis Kreisberg and Michael Niman

Trippi discusses the future of America’s
Democracy
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From The Editor’s Desk
Purge the Fever - Set the Agenda
BY ANDREW GARIB

The volumes of breath
wasted on the scandal-
ous whims of irrespon-
sible journalists have
only been exceeded by
the silencing whisper of
growing autocracy in
Russia, the riling hatred
of Islamic terrorism in
the mid-east, and the
mourning cries of the
families of victims of
gun violence on
America’s streets.

A Bush-bashing fever
seemed to have in-
fected the minds of the
journalistic elite – and
it’s this epidemic, and
not the memo, that is
the real story here.

D an Rather was dead wrong.
CBS was off the mark.
Overzealous Democrat-leaning

editors thought they had the scoop of
the election – but fate has turned on one
of the most credible news sources in the
country as the infamous Bush National
Guard memo could not be proven
authentic by CBS’s news division.

That is journalist-speak for the
fact that the memo, which strengthened
partisan allegations that Bush was
AWOL for much of his time at the
Texas Air National Guard during the
Vietnam War, was an absolute fraud
(a word CBS refused to use)
crumbling under the weight of evidence
available to the Corporate Broadcasting
Service weeks ago, and taking the
legitimacy of the landmark news
corporation with it.

Much of this issue of Turn Left
focuses heavily on government
accountability – but what about
journalistic accountability? What makes
CBS’s gaff so dangerous isn’t the
enhanced possibility of a second Bush
term (Swift Boat
Veterans for
Truth and the
propaganda mill
of the Bush
c a m p a i g n ,
together with the
l a c k l u s t e r
p e r f o r m a n c e ,
personal and
otherwise, of the
Kerry candidate,
have done most
of the work
towards that
end). The real
trouble is the
eroding credibility
of even the most
trusted and
legitimate news
services. At least
with FOX News,
most intelligent
Americans can
see that ‘Fair and
Balanced’ is at
minimum a
persistent typo,
but the descent of
CBS’s legitimacy alerts us to a problem
more systematic with the way national
journalism delivers its goods.

It’s pretty obvious by now that
CBS is squarely at fault for the Guard
record memo fraud. You can push all
the ‘Karl Rove planted the National
Guard memo to screw liberal news’
conspiracy theories you’d like, but CBS’s
headstrong editors and journalists –
including Rather himself – let all their
pestilential anti-Bush, blood-thirsty
journalistic zealotry get the best of them.
Their objectivity was conveniently filed
away – or perhaps recycled –, their
shadowy credibility slipping subtly under
the radar like the very words they used

to apologize for being accomplices in
slander.

According to the New York
Times, there were dissenters at the CBS
news room who were against running
the CBS Evening News and 60 Minutes
stories about the Bush memo, and ample
indications that CBS probed and prodded
for the memo’s verification where there

was none, while ignoring signs of its
questionable legitimacy from many
angles. A Bush-bashing fever seemed
to have infected the minds of the
journalistic elite – and it’s this epidemic,
and not the memo, that is the real story

here.
We on the

political Left have
to play the same
political game as
those on the Right,
but it doesn’t mean
we have to
perform with less
scruples. The
intelligent Left, as
well as principled
conse rva t ive s ,
need to take active
measures to set the
national agenda,
especially at a time
when news is
u n h e a l t h i l y
dominated by
campaign politics.
Ironically, it’s this
pro-active agenda-
setting that will
make the most
positive difference
in journalistic
objectivity and
ethical utility.

W h e n
Rather and Co. focus their energies on
such an infantile issue as the George
Bush Guard record (the man shirked
service for months at a time, can’t name
a single person he worked with at the
Guard, and an argument can be made
that he skipped out of his medical exam
back in the 70’s because of the dubious
substances that would have been found
in his bloodstream – what more about
the story do you want?) they take the
bait of campaign managers and
strategists who want CBS, FOX, CNN
and all other news outlets to cover what
they want covered. Who, then, should
be setting the national agenda? Why,
CBS, FOX News, CNN, the New York

Times, Turn Left,
the Cornell
Review… and
you, of course.

Can you
imagine – If this
year’s election
c a m p a i g n
actually focused
on the issues and
policies that
matter to the
world, rather than
character short-
fallings and
shady elements
of the
candidates’ past,
what chance
would Bush have
for re-election?
Besides vacuous
notions of
compassionate,
h u m b l e
conservatism,
later turned
h a w k i s h ,
arrogant hard-
power projecting
reactionism that
makes us feel
much more
secure than we really are – what does
Bush have to go on in this election?
Trampling civil liberties? Illegally
invading a foreign country and walking
into the quagmire of the century?
Lackluster job growth? Skyrocketing
debt? Rolling back dozens of
environmental protections? Alienating
America from traditional allies?

What is worse are the stories
that are right now being neglected by
news gatherers and reporters with the
same fever-
induced tunnel
vision shared
with the CBS
crew. Instead of
finding a Bush
military record
smoking gun,
Rather set off a
mushroom cloud
over his
j o u r n a l i s t i c
career similar to
the 4 km wide
effusion in the
K o r e a n
peninsula last
month that CBS
t h o u g h t
deserved less
attention. Onto
the fraudulent
Bush memo’s
Times New
Roman script
was poured far
more ink than what has been used to
cover the black death of genocide in
Sudan today. The volumes of breath
wasted on the scandalous whims of
irresponsible journalists have only been
exceeded by the silencing whisper of TL

At least with Fox
News, most intelli-
gent Americans can
see that ‘Fair and
Balanced’ is at
minimum a persis-
tent typo, but the de-
scent of CBS’s le-
gitimacy alerts us to
a problem more sys-
tematic with the
way national jour-
nalism delivers its
goods.

AP

CBS Anchorman Dan Rather.

growing autocracy in Russia, the riling
hatred of Islamic terrorism in the mid-
east, and the mourning cries of the
families of victims of gun violence on
America’s streets.

Every drop of ink, volume of
breath, and second of time we waste on
the trivialities of the political game
obliterates the opportunity to assert our
right to set the American political agenda
on a progressive path. What’s more, if
CBS News didn’t waste so much

precious time and
so many
resources on an
empty election
scoop, it wouldn’t
have to stoop to
the same
dishonesty of
which we accuse
Bush.

As for
any disease,
journalists must
take a
preventative and
pro-active role in
fighting the
mindless sickness
of shabby, politics-
driven news
gathering and
reporting. Once
purged of the
fever, then can
j o u r n a l i s t s
s u b s t a n t i v e l y

attack issues such as poverty, death,
inequality, violence, ignorance, and
despotism – the greatest illnesses of our
time.
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It wasn’t the usual crowd
of “madder than hell”
activists; there were
plenty of people like my
parents who haven’t
been to a march in over
30 years who hate Bush
enough to march for
miles on a blazingly hot
day
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TL

In those heady days of summer, everyone
and everything that mattered in
American politics descended upon New

York City and Boston, and convention
bounces and protestors dominated the
news. Going beyond the hype, let’s examine
some of the realities of
the Republican and
Democratic National
Conventions.

Through my
involvement with
Children’s PressLine, a
news service that
empowers kids aged 8-
18 to report on
i m p o r t a n t
happenings, I
attended the
R e p u b l i c a n
convention in 2000
and both conventions
this summer. At the
conventions my job
has been to decide
what events to send
our teams of reporters
to cover. The goal is
always to corner as
many high powered politicians as possible
and ask them questions until their aides push

you away.  To meet that goal, reporters
attend events at which politicians will appear
and follow targeted politicians around the
event until they finally answer some
questions. It may sound unscientific, but
our reporters leave each convention having

i n t e r v i e w e d
dozens of the
most important
p o l i t i c i a n s
present.

The events
that these
r e p o r t e r s
attend are
always the
s a m e ,
regardless of
party. There is
the dinner
sponsored by
Phillip Morris,
the Women/
A f r i c a n -
A m e r i c a n /
H i s p a n i c /
LGBT/Rura l
c a u c u s

luncheon, the area outside the media offices
temporarily located in the skyboxes, and
swanky night club affairs put on by
supporters of both parties, such as the
Human Rights Campaign Soiree for Kerry or
the Log Cabin Republicans Cocktail Party.
There is not much difference between the
feel of events at either convention.

The similarity between the styles of
both conventions does not mean that the
parties do not have important differences;
anyone who watched any of the major
speeches at both conventions can see the
varying policy platforms. Viewers can also
observe the different approaches of the
parties while explaining said policies. During
speeches at the RNC, the Republicans
attempted to assert their dominance and the
correctness of their position. In his primetime
speech, the New York Governor, George
Pataki, justified the war in Iraq by calling
Saddam Hussein ‘a walking, talking, weapon
of mass destruction.’ The Governor

presented the Republican
position unapologetically and
positively.

Dianne Feinstein, a
California Senator, poorly spun
an answer to a question about
child poverty levels this
summer. A twelve year old
reporter asked the Senator what
she would say to an eight year
old who has to clean people’s
homes to help make ends meet
for her family. Instead of
unleashing an impassioned
reply about how unfair it is for
children to be forced to work
and all the programs available
to families with such needs in
California, the Senator
embarrassed herself and the
Democratic Party. Essentially
the Senator argued that life is
tough, and it’s too bad that kids

should have to pick up their parents
economic slack, but that’s how the world
works. Thank you, Senator Feinstein! That

fine answer will surely mobilize the
masses to support John Kerry!

Faced with politicians who can’t even
make a case against child labor, it is
sometimes hard to remember why I
support the Democrats in this election.
Luckily marching with my parents and
friends against the RNC on August 29th

restored some of my faith in the future.
All the protestors I saw that Sunday

were upbeat and positive. People were
united in their hatred of President Bush,
but they were protesting in a positive and
spirited way. For example, when we
marched past Madison Square Garden,
where the convention was being held,
people booed a little, but mostly they were
just chanting ‘THIS IS WHAT
DEMOCRACY LOOKS LIKE!’ It wasn’t
the usual crowd of ‘madder than hell’
activists; there were plenty of people like
my parents who haven’t been to a march
in over 30 years who hate Bush enough
to march for miles on a blazingly hot day.
It was really nice to be around 400,000

people who feel the same way that I do, and
the chanting kept Senator Feinstein’s answer
out of my head.

RNC Protestors take to the streets.

The similarity between
the styles of both con-
ventions does not mean
that the parties do not
have important differ-
ences; anyone who
watched any of the ma-
jor speeches at both
conventions can see the
varying policy plat-
forms.
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Administration’s controversial stances
on key issues. The authors of the letter
scathingly concluded that ‘when
scientific knowledge has been found to
be in conflict with its political goals, the
Administration has often manipulated
the process through which science
enters into its decisions.’

The cause and severity of global
warming has become a hotly debated
topic in the upcoming election cycle. In
2001, the National Academy of
Sciences’ Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) released a
report that addressed key questions
relating to global climate change [2].

While the IPCC certainly detailed
uncertainties in the data, they strongly
stressed that ‘global warming in the last
50 years is likely the result of increases
in greenhouse gases, which accurately
reflects the current thinking of the
scientific community.’ The Bush
Administration chose magnify
small uncertainties present in the
report into a case for completely
dismissing the impact of global
warming. In their open letter, the
community of leading scientists
declared that ‘[in] the president’s
decision to avoid regulating
emissions that cause climate
change, the administration has
consistently misrepresented the

findings of the National Academy of
Sciences, government scientists, and
the expert community at large’ [1].

The Bush Administration has not
only attempted to misconstrue scientific
data, but it has sought to actively
suppress research that does not toe the
line with its own preordained political
ideology. According to the RSI letter,
‘the Administration also suppressed a
study by the EPA that found that a
bipartisan Senate clean air proposal
would yield greater health benefits than
the administration’s proposed Clear
Skies Act… [which is] less effective in
cleaning up the nation’s air and reducing
mercury contamination of fish’ [1].
Russel Train, the EPA advisor under the

Nixon and Ford Administrations
felt compelled to declare ‘how
radically we have moved away
from regulation based on
independent findings and
professional analysis of scientific,
health and economic data by the
responsible agency to regulation
controlled by the White House
and driven primarily by political
considerations’ [1]

The Bush Administration’s
policy of ‘Abstinence-Be
Faithful-Condoms’ or ABC
approach to dealing with the
global AIDS epidemic is another
instance of the administration’s
placement of ideology over
science. According to the 2004
Report on the Global AIDS
Epidemic published by UNAIDS,
‘for many women and girls,
[ABC] is of limited value. They

lack social and economic power, and
live in fear of male violence. They
cannot negotiate abstinence from sex,
nor can they insist their partners remain
faithful and use condoms’ [3]. Despite

the dubious effectiveness of ABC, the
British Broadcasting Corporation
reported that nearly one third of the
President’s much touted 15 billion dollar
AIDS package would be earmarked
to ‘faith based groups which preach
abstinence’ [4].

Even more frustrating, the
Administration has insisted that
countries who receive funds limit their
purchases of antiviral cocktails to brand
name drugs patented by US
manufacturers. In an interview with
CBS News, Joia Mukherjee, medical
director of Partners in Health, an
organization that treats impoverished
people in Haiti, stated that ‘a U.N.-
launched Global Fund allows generic
drugs, costing as little as $150 per
person per year, while those approved
under the U.S. plan typically cost $700’
[5].

Perhaps most ominous of its abuses
is the Bush Administration’s policy of
silencing scientists whose opinions
diverge from conservative ideology.
According to the RSI letter, ‘highly
qualified scientists have been dropped
from advisory committees dealing with
childhood lead poisoning,
environmental and reproductive health,
and drug abuse, while individuals

associated with or working for
industries subject to regulation
have been appointed to these
bodies’ [1]. At the same time,
Science reported that the Bush
Administration has packed
important positions such as
Assistant Secretary of the
Department of Human Services
with family friends such as
William Steiger, whose father
Representative William A.
Steiger (R-WI) gave Dick

“The [RSI] letter revealed Bush’s disturbing policy of purging
qualified scientists from advisory boards…”

TL

johnkerry.com

AP

Cornell Professor Thomas Eisner

Cornell Professor Roald Hoffman

Cheney his first political job [6]. Steiger,
who holds no degree in science, has
cut travel permits for DHHS scientists,
especially to international science
conferences, and has tightly reigned in
the ability of U.S. researchers to serve

on the board of the
World Health
Organization.

T h r o u g h o u t
history, science and
democracy have
shared a bond in the
premium they both
place on the freedom to
exchange ideas. Should
the Bush
Adminis t ra t ion’s
encroachment on the
independence of

scientific inquiry be allowed to continue,
we may very well find ourselves living
in a world with neither science nor
democracy.

Sources :

[1] http://www.ucsusa.org/
global_environment/rsi/
page.cfm?pageID=1356
[2] http://
www4.nationalacademies.org/onpi/
webextra.nsf/web/
climate?OpenDocument
[3] http://www.unaids.org/
bangkok2004/GAR2004_html/
GAR2004_08_en.htm#P999_205335
[4] http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
americas/3887177.stm
[5] http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/
2004/07/15/health/
main629866.shtml
[6] http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/305/5690/1552

Science and democracy
have shared a bond in
the premium they both
place on the freedom to
exchange ideas.

...the Administration
has often manipulated
the process through
which science enters
into its decisions...
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Instead of doing his duty to
protect the American people,
Bush went on vacation.

TL

TL

TL

Kick Him to the Curb!
BY BEN SANFORD

In the upcoming presidential election, there is a
democratic concept at stake that has not been
given as much attention as it deserves:

accountability.  This concept is one of the fundamental
principles of representative democracy.
Accountability means that
if an elected official fails
his constituents, they vote
him out of office at the
very next opportunity.
This way, when a
politician campaigns and
is elected, he cannot
renege on his campaign
promises, serve his people poorly, and still expect to
keep his job.

Unfortunately, unscrupulous tactics and
misinformation campaigns have grown in popularity
among incumbent politicians, their dominance of the
political system spelling trouble for accountability.  If
a politician lies and performs horribly while in office,
what does it matter if nobody knows about it?  Or
even worse, if
nobody cares?

T h i s
N o v e m b e r ,
P r e s i d e n t
George W.
Bush expects
to keep his
job.  The
d i s t r e s s i n g
circumstance is
that he has a
decent chance, which, given his record, is frightening
enough for the future of accountability.  This is an
‘elected’ official who has consummated so many
irresponsible and downright disgusting acts while

holding the highest office in the
United States that one does not even
know where to begin complaining

about him.
In the beginning, he lied about his

intentions to invade the sovereign nation
of Iraq, while simultaneously depleting
alliances, destroying international
norms, and further besmirching
America’s name throughout the world,
all at a cost of $144 billion and 1,000
American lives, as well as 11,000 to
13,000 Iraqi lives.  He claimed that
Saddam Hussein was a direct threat
to the United States because he held
‘stockpiles’ of ‘weapons of mass
destruction’.  Therefore, we had to
invade to keep America safe in the
doctrine of ‘pre-emptive war’.
Unfortunately for Bush, we all know
that there were no weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq, let alone
‘stockpiles’.  If anything, Hussein may
have been a threat ten or fifteen years
from now, and only if the U.N. stopped
containing him.

In any case, Bush’s war was
‘preventive’, meaning that the U.S.
invaded Iraq to prevent a future threat, not to ‘beat
them to punch’ so to speak, and preempt their efforts
to attack us.  Bush knew that this was a preventive

war, because his own Secretary of State Colin Powell
and National Security Adviser Condoleeza Rice
stated in 2001— before 9/11— that Saddam Hussein
was contained, had no developed weapons programs,
and was not a threat to the U.S.

So what was Bush’s reason to go to war?  There
are the obvious oil
connections, which anyone
can read about from the
plethora of articles dealing
solely with that topic.
However, this article is not
about Bush’s greed, it’s
about holding him
accountable

for his actions.  Six years ago, the U.S.
impeached President Clinton for lying
about receiving oral sex from an intern,
while voters may actually re-elect
President Bush despite his lying about
his intentions to invade another country.
Not to mention that he has snubbed our
allies, inflamed an already contentious

region with his actions in
the Middle East, and has placed the
United States at further risk by
diverting its attention and resources
away from national security and Al-
Qaeda toward a nation that posed no
threat to the United States.

Bush’s record of screwing over
the American people does not end
with Iraq.  His first obvious blunder
was spending 28 days on vacation
during August 2001, which went into

the record books as the second longest vacation ever
taken by a President, with Richard Nixon continuing
to hold the record.  On August 6th, 2001, Bush
received a report titled ‘Osama bin Laden Determined

to Strike U.S. Targets,’ emphasizing the need to take
preventive measures against an attack by Al-Qaeda.
Instead of doing his duty to protect the American

people, Bush went on vacation.  Needless to say,
America was attacked the very next month, and Bush
escaped his dereliction of duty unscathed, even
though the American people elected Bush to protect
the nation, not so that he could have nicer vacations.

On top of letting down the American people in
homeland security, he has also worked tirelessly to
ruin the environment.  Instead of pledging to protect
the Earth from global warming, his global warming
plan actually increases the level of CO2 emissions,
nicely complementing his reneging of his campaign
promise to regulate CO2 emissions from power plants.
In addition, during his administration, there have been
200 regulatory rollbacks for the environment.

S a d l y ,
that’s only the
beginning of
h i s
incompetence.
Under Bush’s
leadership,
2.4 million
Americans
have lost their

health insurance, 2.3 million have lost their jobs, 4.7
million bankruptcies have been declared, $300 million
has been cut from a federal program that provides
subsidies to poor families so that they can heat their
homes, veteran’s benefits have been slashed, and
American civil liberties have been narrowed by the
Patriot Act.  Finally, a projected $5.6 trillion budget
surplus by 2010 has slid into a $5.5 trillion projected
deficit as of mid-2004.

Given Bush’s inability to improve America, how
does he even have the audacity to seek America’s
approval during a reelection bid in the fall?  The
answer is damage control, in the form of $113 million
in hard money campaign donations.  By beginning his
reelection campaign earlier than any other incumbent

president and through his record-setting
campaign fundraising, Bush has the
means to distort the facts, spin his
record, and trash John Kerry just
enough so that the public will disregard
Bush’s atrocious record and vote for
him based on the promises that he will
likely betray in his second term.  This
must not happen, and he must instead
be held accountable for his actions.

He may be a great campaigner, but
George W. Bush is a terrible leader and
a documented liar.  As a voter, which is
more important?  If the answer is the
latter, then the accountability of elected
officials is in peril.  There are many
issues at stake this November, and
American democracy is one of them.
At the very least, America must kick
George to the curb and give someone
else a chance to fix our problems.  On
November 2nd, use your vote to not
only prove that you care, but that you
have noticed, and that you want to hold
presidents accountable for their
disingenuous actions.

TL

Holding Bush Responsible for His Actions

If a politician lies and per-
forms horribly while in of-
fice, what does it matter if
nobody knows about it?

Bush has the means to distort
the facts, spin his record, and
trash John Kerry just enough
so that the public will disre-
gard Bush’s atrocious
record…

AP
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This is Your Brain on Mercury

TL

BY Sarah H. Olesiuk

As a teenager, I am constantly bombarded by
anti-drug propaganda whether I’m at school,
on the computer, or watching television.

Recently, the effects of this
barrage of propaganda
became apparent to me
when I came across an ad
in USA Today that
proclaimed, in bold letters,
‘Your children are being
poisoned...’ Naturally, I
assumed the sentence
would conclude with ‘by
drugs.’  However, I was
shocked when I saw that
the final words of this statement were ‘by deadly
mercury.’

Although I seldom watch TV, every time I do I
invariably see yet another government sponsored anti-
drug public service announcement.  One of my
favorites ran a couple of years ago; the advertisement
showed eggs frying and then compared them to ‘your
brain on drugs.’  Many of these announcements
encourage kids to use former first lady Nancy
Reagan’s famous statement when offered drugs: ‘Just
say NO!’
Now when I
see these
messages on
television, I
b e c o m e
pe rp l exed
about the
government’s
stance on
b r a i n
damage.

To me, it
seems that
t h e
government
is saying that
it is not OK
to voluntarily
damage your
own brain by doing drugs (and mind you, I’m not
disagreeing with this), but it is fine for major industrial
polluters to weave their way around laws and release
mercury into the water and air, causing neurological
damage in thousands of children who have not, unlike
drug users, voluntarily chosen to ingest this poisonous
element.  Why is our government sending the message
that it is not all right to harm your own mind with

…Each year in the United
States six hundred and thirty
thousand children are born at
risk due to unsafe maternal
mercury blood levels.

poisonous substances, but it is fine for big business
to do it for you?  Once again, the government, the
laws, big corporations, and the politicians seem to
be contradicting themselves.

The dangers of
mercury are not a new
discovery; the negative
effects of mercury on
people have been known
since the 19th century.  The
Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
estimates that one in eight
women has a mercury
concentration in her body
that is higher than safe

levels. Furthermore, they calculate that each year in
the United States six hundred and thirty thousand
children are born at risk due to unsafe maternal
mercury blood levels.  This
problem is significant because
mercury is devastating to child
development.  These affected
children will experience the
symptoms of irreversible brain
damage: a decline in motor skills,

learning capacity,
and memory.  The
danger of maternal
m e r c u r y
concentrations to
newborn children is
so great that it has
prompted the Food
and Drug
Administration to
warn all women of
childbearing age to
limit the amount of
fish they eat in order
to minimize the risks
associated with
mercury poisoning.

But how does
this mercury get into

our bloodstreams?  Coal-burning power plants are
the nation’s largest unregulated source of mercury air
emissions, discharging close to forty-eight tons of it
per year. Despite knowing that mercury emissions
can and should be reduced by 90 percent (about
forty-three tons annually) by 2008, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) recently unveiled a plan
proposed by the Bush administration that will weaken

Free?
AP

TL

Government Hypocrisy: Pollution Controls and the Bush Administration

These affected children will
experience the symptoms of
irreversible brain damage…

At the polls in November I im-
plore the people of this coun-
try to ‘just say no’ to brain dam-
aging substances like mercury.This is your brain on drugs…or was it mercury?

the Clean Air Act and, at best, reduce mercury
emissions by only about half by 2018. EPA models
suggest that under this plan, a goal of a 70 percent
reduction in mercury emissions may not be reached
until 2025, if ever.

Although the Bush administration proposal could
potentially cut mercury emissions by 70 percent, it
may increase the concentration of mercury emissions

at particular
facilities by
allowing industrial
polluters to buy
and sell ‘emission
credits’ among
t h e m s e l v e s
beginning in 2010.

Mercury, a heavy element, will remain close to the
site of emission, creating high levels of concentration
near power plants.  The EPA’s own Children’s Health
Protection Committee says the ‘cap and trade’ plan
does not go as far as it can to reduce mercury
emissions and thus does not sufficient protect our
nation’s children.

As responsible citizens of this country, we must
elect candidates who will ask the EPA to uphold the
stipulations laid out in the Clean Air Act and to aim

for a 90 percent reduction of mercury by 2008.  I
implore the people of this country to ‘just say no’ to
brain damaging substances like mercury at the polls
this November, because we all deserve to breathe
clean air and live in a healthy environment.

JOIN TURN LEFT!
Write for Cornell’s most trusted name in progressive news and opinion!

Article Deadline for Issue III: 18 October 2004
Article Deadline for Issue IV: 8 November 2004

www.CUTURNLEFT.org
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Third-Party Viability Four Years After Florida

TL

After Bush was awarded the title
of president-elect in 2000,
public outcry about the

legitimacy of the electoral process
spread like wildfire.  Members of
Congress, urged on by public support,
began discussing the idea of reforming
the electoral
system.  Public
discourse on
the matter
varied in mood
from reluctant
acceptance of
what was
merely an
aberration to
calls for a
c o m p l e t e
overhaul of the
e l e c t o r a l
process – but
t h e
overwhelming
sentiment seemed to indicate that
change was imminent.

In this spirit of reform, in March
2001 Democratic Senator Christopher
Dodd took a first step and introduced
the Equal Protection of Voting Rights
Act.  According to the Democratic
Policy Committee’s website, the
legislation was introduced “with the
support of the entire Democratic
caucus,” and it shows.  The Democrats,
while reeling from an election that they
might claim was stolen from them,
decided to propose a bill to investigate
the flaws of the electoral system while,
at the same time, proliferating one of its
most fundamental flaws: the two-party
system.

The Equal Protection of Voting
Rights Act, which was later assimilated
into the Help America Vote Act as part
of a compromise between the House
and Senate, created a commission
whose appointment process reflects the
duopoly of American politics.
According to the bill, recommendations
for members of the commission are
made by the leadership of “the

Majority” party and “the Minority”
party with no acknowledgment of
independent and third-party legislators.
The positions of majority and minority
leader did not even exist in the Senate
until 1919, but the establishment of
these positions in the our political system
as well as the Help American Vote Act
are examples of the de facto dominance

of the
d u a l -
p a r t y
s y s t e m
that has
become
l e g a l
dogma in
t h e
U n i t e d
States.  It
is clear
that all
members
o f
Congress
h a v e

vested interests in the electoral process,
not just Democrats and Republicans;
thus, the lack of third-party
representation on such a commission is
undoubtedly a blow to third-party
viability.

Third-party candidates in the
United States are often not included in
presidential debates and, in general, are
tacitly ignored by most voters.  There
are, obviously, many third-party
candidates, but none seems to draw as
much attention as Green turned
independent Ralph Nader.  Nader has
been advocating a reform of the
electoral system known as instant run-
off voting (IRV) since before the Florida
debacle.  IRV claims to be a more
fundamentally democratic approach to
the electoral process by requiring that
a winning candidate receive a majority
vote, but it also aspires to promote third
party viability.  IRV eliminates the fear
that third-party candidates will steal the
election from candidates who are
ideologically similar but more centrist.
This fear seems justifiable as many
argue that had Nader not run, then

Florida’s seats in the electoral college
would have indisputably gone to Al
Gore in 2000.

One can see what effect IRV
would have had if it had been used in
the 2000 election by looking at Florida.
Bush’s margin of victory in Florida was
a mere five hundred and thirty-seven
votes, with Nader taking over ninety-
seven thousand votes in the election.
There is little doubt that Nader’s
supporters are more closely aligned
with Gore than Bush, and IRV would
allow for this distinction to matter.
Voters would rank their choices in
order, and until a candidate receives a
majority of the votes, the candidate with
the lowest number of votes is
disregarded.  When a voter’s top choice
is eliminated, her next choice is
considered.  Eventually, barring the
infinitesimal chance of a tie, a candidate
must end-up with a majority of the
votes.  Thus, neither Bush nor Gore
could have
b e e n
certified the
winner of the
F l o r i d a
e l e c t i o n
b e c a u s e
both were
about 1.1
percentage
points short
of having a
s i m p l e
majority. Of
the three
third-party
candidates
receiving the most popular votes in
Florida, 1.6% seem to be aligned with
liberal ideology (Nader), and 0.6%
seem to be aligned with conservatives
(Pat Buchanan and Harry Browne
whose Libertarian party, despite not
being a party of strictly conservatives,
tends to support Republican
candidates).  Had these voters been
allowed to make second-choices, an
indisputable victor could have been
chosen in a situation that allowed voters
to vote for third party candidates

...The lack of third-
party representation
on [the elections re-
form] commission is
undoubtedly a blow to
third-party viability.

...Without reform the
2004 election will
look a lot like elec-
tions past and even
could even become a
repeat of 2000.

OR?

Electoral Reformers Ignore The Real Problem: The Two Party System
BY EVAN MARSHAK without indirectly helping to elect a

candidate whose beliefs they are
opposed to.

Instant run-off voting is not a
thing of the future or a particularly big
hassle for voters; they need not rank
more than one candidate if they do not
see fit to do so, and the system is
already implemented in parts of the
United States.  Most notably, Berkeley,
California and San Francisco, California
have implemented IRV for local
elections.  Internationally, IRV is far
more widely used.  Both Ireland’s
presidential election and London’s
mayoral elections use IRV.  Because it
does not change the electoral process
on a federal level, and it follows
Constitutional electoral provisions, IRV
could be implemented without even an
act of Congress, let alone a
Constitutional amendment.

IRV does not solve the problem
of antiquated voting systems or lack of

v o t e r
education.
It does,
however,
make the
e l ec to r a l
s y s t e m
m o r e
democratic
a n d
increase the
viability of
t h i r d
p a r t i e s ,
without the
hassle and
expense of

traditional run-off elections.  IRV is just
one example of a large number of
alternatives to the current electoral
process, not all of which promote the
existence of third parties, but one thing
seems certain—since reform has not
been fully implemented, the 2004
election will look a lot like elections past
and even has the potential for a repeat
of 2000.
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Bush’s Inferno

...Continued from Cover.
allude to September 11th in speeches and pay homage
to the lives lost. But a political convention is not the
place to mix grief and fear with important policy
decisions and evaluations of the administration of the
past four years. The Bush administration was in office
when September 11th

occurred. The liability
does not rest solely with
them, but there has
been information
uncovered by the 9/11
Commission that points
to neglect on the part of
the current
administration in terms
of taking threats from
Al-Qaeda seriously.
And if Bush asserts that
he is not to be held accountable for the September
11th intelligence mishaps, there is certainly no
justification to use it as a political platform.

Vice President Dick Cheney has continued to
contend that there are “long-established” ties between
Iraq and Al-Qaeda, a statement with which President
Bush has agreed. Yet all of our intelligence leaders
and even high profile members of Bush’s own cabinet,
such as Secretary of State Colin Powell, have agreed

that Iraq and Saddam Hussein had absolutely no direct
connection to Al-Qaeda and September 11th.  Powell
said, ‘I have not seen smoking-gun concrete evidence
about the connection,’ and the non-partisan 9/11
commission said they found ‘no credible evidence’
that Saddam Hussein collaborated with Al-Qaeda.
In fact, the 9/11 Commission found that Osama Bin
Laden contacted Hussein asking for help with
providing training camps and weapons, but Hussein
declined.  Somehow the administration always
manages to drag in the tragedy of September 11th in

justifying going to war in
Iraq. Instead of trying to
prey on the lingering
fears created by
September 11 th, the
Bush administration
should be honest about
their intentions.

Going to Iraq had
absolutely nothing to do
with national security or
avenging victims of
September 11 th. The

families and friends of those lost should be demanding
that President Bush explain why Osama Bin Laden is
still at large and why resources were diverted from
the search for the true perpetrators of these awful
attacks. In addition, why are US troops in Iraq when
15 of the 19 terrorists involved in 9/11 were actually
from Saudi Arabia? The 9/11 Commission has found
that Saudi Arabia and Iran had closer ties with Al-
Qaeda than Iraq did.

In the past two years, militant fundamentalism has
developed at an alarming rate in the Islamic world.  Its
growth not only coincides with the United States

invading Iraq, but is directly connected to it.  Events that
have occurred throughout the Middle East since the war in
Iraq began demonstrate that terrorism is stronger today than
it was two years ago.

For example, in Pakistan,
the fundamentalist parties
gained a majority in two out
of four Pakistani provincial
governments (both bordering
Afghanistan)—an event
unprecedented in Pakistan’s
history.  Before the lead-up to
the Iraq war, the
fundamentalist parties were
lucky to get more than four
seats in the national assembly;
now the fundamentalists hold
over seventy of 250 seats.
These election results reflect
greatly increased public
support for the fundamentalist
parties and their pro-militant
and anti-American stance.
The fundamentalist parties’
growing power in Pakistan
should be a matter of concern
in the United States.

Coinciding with the growth of the fundamentalist
influences came two assassination attempts on Pakistan’s
secular leader, Pervez Musharraf, and a third on his recently
appointed prime minister.  Musharraf is a very important
ally in American attempts to catch terrorists and destroy
their networks.  A weakening of his power in the country is
a weakening of our own power in the Middle East.  In
addition, Pakistan actually possesses the weapons of mass
destruction for which the United States was supposedly

searching in Iraq. The growth of fundamentalism that has
gained strength with the advent of the war in Iraq is bringing
extremists far closer to attaining nuclear weapons than
Saddam Hussein ever could have.

Americans have been shielded from reports of the new
and growing popular support of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda
all over the Islamic World.  In a recent article, Syed Saleem
Shahzad, the Pakistani bureau chief of the Asia Times, wrote
that over the past year, ‘From Chaman [in Pakistan, near
the Afghan border] to Kandahar in Afghanistan, products

bearing bin Laden’s face
are guaranteed to sell well.’

In the same article, Mr.
Shahzad added, ‘Malik
Nabi, district president…
of the anti-Taliban
Pashtunkho Mili Awami
Party [said] “The numbers
of Taliban and their
supporters are increasing
with every passing day.
You take a ride to Chaman
and you will find black and
white turbans everywhere,
a sort of propaganda tactic
to show their strength.”’

With the rising
strength of their
supporters, terrorists have
been more active than ever
before.  Terrorist bombings
occur daily in Iraq.  There
have been many

kidnappings of Americans and other westerners since the
beginning of the Iraq war.  These kidnappings are
widespread, occurring in many countries including Iraq,
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan.  The recent train bombing in
Spain shows that the terrorists have the continuing ability
to reach targets outside the Middle East.

Nowhere, however, is the surge in militant Islam more
apparent than in Iraq itself.  Through our rush to war, our
despicable conduct in the Abu Ghraib prison, and the
mishandling of the Shiite cleric Muktada Al-Sadr, we have
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New York City also seems a highly inappropriate
host city because it boasts many more registered
Democrats than registered Republicans and the last
Republican president to carry the state of New York
was Ronald Reagan in 1984. New York City has
never hosted the RNC before. Moreover, the citizens
of New York City have remained vigilant since
September 11th, keenly aware of the potential another
terrorist attack. Our intelligence information tells us
that the terrorists are going to try and interfere in our
political process, so it is obvious that holding a political
convention in NYC was risky for its citizens.President
Bush holds no accountability for the lives of those
lost on that catastrophic September day, but he is
accountable to them to explain why we have not held
the terrorists and countries most directly involved with
9/11 responsible for their heinous crimes. Not only
has President Bush lied to the American public, but
he preys off the fear created by his lies and uses it to
promote his own political interests. He endangered
New York City again this summer hoping that his
allusions to 9/11 would strike an emotional chord deep
enough to wipe out judgment.

Show President Bush on November 2nd that the
American people will not stand by a president who
uses the greatest tragedy this country has faced in
many years for his own political purposes. Show
President Bush that the American people cannot be
manipulated and scared into believing his lies. Show
President Bush that honesty, integrity, and dignity must
be restored to the White House in 2004.

…Why are US troops in
Iraq when 15 of the 19
terrorists involved in 9/11
were actually from Saudi
Arabia?

Bush’s War in Iraq Increases Islamic Fundamentalism
BYJAVED QADRUD-DIN

The growth of fundamen-
talism that has gained
strength with the advent
of the war in Iraq is bring-
ing extremists far closer
to attaining nuclear
weapons than Saddam
Hussein ever could have.

Bush has given Osama Bin
Laden something he never had
before—the appearance of le-
gitimacy.

alienated Shiite Muslims as well Sunnis.  The Shiites are
the majority group who were brutally repressed by Sadaam
Hussein and were expected to be our supporters, but now
they are rising in revolt.

Even the Bush administration is forced to admit that
US forces do not control a number of key cities, and daily
attacks show that militant fundamentalists can operate
effectively throughout the country.  The increasing
sophistication of the terror attacks suggests that the
insurgency is only becoming stronger.  The bellicose
policies of the Bush administration have strengthened terror
both within and outside the arena of US military operations.

Militant fundamentalists have been telling people that
America is the Great Satan for years, but they remained
members of a fringe movement because few took this claim
seriously.  In the eyes of many in the Islamic World, Bush’s

unilateral move to invade Iraq proved the fundamentalists’
representation of America to be accurate, and the Abu
Ghraib prison scandal only reinforced this idea.

Indeed, Bush has given Osama Bin Laden something
he never had before—the appearance of legitimacy.  Now
the terrorists have access to hiding places, logistical
support and recruitment pools many times greater than they
had before.  The 9/11 Commission’s response that the war
on terrorism is a war on an ideology, not a country,
demonstrates that US policies in Iraq have done more harm
than good. Perhaps with a change of leadership, we can
begin proving that the Islamic fundamentalist portrayal of
America is wrong.

TL
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Kerry’s Mission
TL’s John Kerry Victory Plan
BY WILL ROSENZWEIG

With the final stretch of the
 presidential campaign in
full gear, one would expect

supporters from both presidential
campaigns to be looking forward with
anticipation to what is supposed to be
one of the closest elections of our
lifetimes.  Among many Democrats,
however, quite the opposite appears
true.  Instead of eagerly awaiting
November 2, many in the party are still
focused on the period leading up to and
just following the Democratic National
Convention (DNC) in late July.  During
that time, Senator John Kerry was lifted
by his selection of Senator John
Edwards to be his running mate and his
delivery of a very effective convention
speech.

Since then, however, it seems as
though nothing can go right for Senators
Kerry and Edwards.  The downturn in
the war in Iraq has had less an impact
on polls than claims about Kerry’s war

record from Swift Boat Veterans for
Truth and a Republican National
Convention shamelessly wrapped in the
American flag.  Now President Bush
owns the first significant lead of the

c a m p a i g n .  
Naturally, this has
many Democrats
and Kerry
supporters worried
about how the
campaign can get
the momentum
back.

The main
criticism of the
DNC is that it was
too positive and
that it took too long
to respond to the
Swift Boat
accusations.  This
argument goes
against the one
fundamental truth
of political
campaigns: popularity and polls are
dependent on the type and amount of
press each candidate is creating. There

is no doubt that the Kerry campaign
was stagnant in August but fiery rhetoric
is not the most effective way to get back
on the map.  Nearly all of the successful
campaigns over the last decade have

shared a sense of inevitability.  In 1992,
Bill Clinton overcame numerous
potential political pitfalls (Jennifer
Flowers) because of a rock star quality
that his campaign exuded.  Even Al
Gore came off as charismatic on the
stump in that campaign.  John Kerry’s
victory in the primary season shows that
taking an aggressive stand on the issues
needs to be illuminated with a
Hollywood buzz.

In today’s political world, this aura
of confidence is a necessity because it
allows the undecided voter to feel
comfortable with the concept of the
challenger as president. Recently Kerry
has adopted the Clintonian tactic of
hitting back hard when attacked,

something that
Michael Dukakis
failed to do in his
campaign against the
first President Bush. 
However, this strategy
is not what carried
Clinton to the Oval
Office.  The key for
the Kerry campaign is
to recapture the
enthusiasm and
excitement over the
Senator’s chances
that abounded
immediately following
the convention.

I was at a
campaign event in St.
Louis, Missouri,
during Kerry’s tour of
22 states immediately

following the festivities in Boston, and I
have never seen a political crowd more
charged than that one. I overheard an
elderly couple discussing how this was
the first political rally they had ever
attended. Frustration and sorrow about
the direction of the country is prevalent
in communities all over this land and
Kerry needs to tap into it. The way to
do that is to create positive feelings
about his character and his candidacy
among undecided voters. With the party
conventions over, the opportunities to
turn around his campaign are dwindling,
and the debates will be Kerry’s best
opportunity to right the ship.

The Kerry campaign should create
some free media coverage by making
a large sweeping proposal on the real
issue in this campaign: jobs.  It does not
matter if there is not a lot of new
substance as long as there is some idea
that can be presented in a fresh light
with an effective spin.  If the Senator’s
schedule is modified to focus on his new
plan in the days leading up to the
debates, then surely all of the preliminary
coverage in of the first showdown
between the candidates will be
concentrated on Kerry in a positive
way. Manufacturing good press that
promotes enthusiasm and excitement
about the candidate is the only way to
win modern elections and is John
Kerry’s only shot at making a move.

Lord knows the Bush record
provides enough material to go on.

“The key for the Kerry campaign is to recapture the enthusiasm and excitement over
the Senator’s chances that abounded immediately following the convention.”
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…Popularity and polls are depen-
dent on the type and amount of

press each candidate is creating.
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Are We Being “Outfoxed?”
Given the State of Television Journalism, How Well Do You Sleep at Night?

We live in a scary time. Some of
us may lie awake at night
wondering when we’ll be

drafted.  Others might toss and turn
thinking about our nation’s economy,
about dirty bombs and porous borders,
about the quagmire Iraq is quickly
becoming, about the potential privatization
of Social Security, or about the possible
loss of a woman’s right to choose.  And
now, thanks to MoveOn.org and the
makers of the documentary, Outfoxed,
many more people will be losing sleep
thinking about the corrosive effect that
television journalism is having on our
democracy.

Democracies need an informed
electorate in order to survive.  The
Founding Fathers understood that a free
press is essential to a democracy because,
while it is nearly impossible to obtain
unbiased information, a press free from
government interference presents all
viewpoints, allowing the electorate to
make informed decisions using a variety
of sources.  There are many outlets
where Americans can get their news, and
television news is certainly high on the
list of places Americans go for their
information.  However, while superficially
televised news seems like a good thing,
the phenomenon of television news is
potentially devastating to our democratic
system of government.

Our current media market in the field
of television does not seem to be following
the pattern that the Founding Fathers
envisioned.  Instead of presenting a variety
of subjective views, the television media
market seems to be, for the most part,
moving towards the same point of view,
a conservative one.  The documentary
Outfoxed claims that our current media
environment is warping our democracy
in a two pronged fashion.  It demonstrates
through the use of footage, interviews,
and extensive research the shameless bias
that FOX News brings to their brand of
‘journalism.’  It goes on to claim that the
rest of the media market is being moved
to the right by what the creators of the
film term, ‘The FOX Effect.’

In their analysis of FOX News, the
creators of Outfoxed seem to be dead on.
The film successfully demonstrates that
the reporting at FOX News is not really
journalism, but a point of view being
disguised as the truth.  Before seeing the
film, I thought there was a strong point
of view inherent in the channel, but I never
seriously suspected that FOX News would
sacrifice the truth for a particular
perspective.  After seeing Outfoxed, I
began to understand that FOX News does
not broadcast journalism but right-wing
propaganda.  As Jon Du Pre, a former
anchor at the network explains, ‘We [the
Fox News Network] weren’t necessarily,
as it was told to us, a news gathering
organization so much as we were a
proponent of a point of view.’1

In addition to showing a number of
interviews with a variety of former FOX
employees, each expanding on and
confirming the idea of a true bias within

the organization, the film showed
numerous memos from the management
at FOX News ordering reporters to put
an ideological spin on the news.  One
memo even went so far as to tell reporters
reporting on the 9/11 Commission, “Don’t
turn this into Watergate.”  The memos
and interviews made it clear that FOX
News functions more as a propaganda
wing of the Republican Party than as a

viable news organization.
What is even scarier when one

recognizes the true partisan tilt of the
reporting at FOX News, is that they hide
their one-sidedness beneath slogans of
neutrality.  FOX News is ‘Fair and
Balanced.’  In their own words, ‘We
Report, You Decide.’  FOX News gives
their viewers the illusion that they are
listening to the news, when in fact they
are really listening to a propaganda
machine.  This phenomenon has, and will
continue to have, disastrous effects on
our democracy.

A poll that was done by The Program
on International Policy Attitudes (PIPA)

in conjunction with the Knowledge
Network in October of 2003 asked
Americans a variety of questions.  Two
of the questions that were spotlighted in
Outfoxed were: ‘Has the US found links
between Iraq and Al-Queda?’ and ‘Does
world opinion favor the US invasion of
Iraq?’  The answers to these questions
show what kind of effect watching Fox
News can have on peoples’ perceptions
of reality.  67% of Fox News Viewers
answered yes to the first question
compared with 16% of NPR and PBS
viewers.  35% of Fox News viewers
answered yes to the second question
compared with 5% of NPR and PBS
viewers.2

These numbers make it apparent that
simply by watching Fox News, people
are more inclined to believe what the
current President would like them to

believe, and less likely to believe the truth.
If one believes that the current President’s
actions are leading our nation down the
path to disaster, as I do, then the
significance of this point is glaringly
obvious, and as frightening as it is
apparent.  But even if one agrees with the
current President’s policy, a situation
where one of the major media outlets in
our country distorts information in order

to benefit a particular political party is a
recipe for disaster.

I would not presume that I am able
to predict the potential consequences of
this situation.  But I do know that
governments are made or broken on the
decisions they make.  Because the
decisions we, the people, help to make
are being made on the basis of inaccurate
facts and skewed ideological reporting,
one cannot help but worry that we will
make the wrong choices.  It seems fair
to say that decisions based on bad
information will yield far from perfect
results.

Perhaps the most frightening aspect

of Outfoxed was its explanation of what
the documentary’s creators have termed,
‘The FOX Effect.’  Jeff Cohen, a former
MSNBC and Fox News contributor
explains that ‘Since the…corporate
ownership of other channels does not
allow anyone to counterprogram against
FOX … in television the inclination is
imitation.’  By this logic, as FOX News
continues to be right wing, it will influence
other stations to move along the same
path.

Whether or not other stations move
to the right in an attempt to imitate FOX,
corporate ownership definitely figures into
the equation of why the mainstream media
is becoming more conservative.  As fewer
and fewer corporations control more of
the mainstream media market, the result
is news that is more homogeneous across
the nation.  These corporations will be

inclined to reduce the number of staff
dedicated to journalism in order to save
money (they don’t call it the news
business for nothing) while avoiding
stories that could be bad for business.
Why would a major news outlet run
stories critical of the very government
agencies that regulate them?  Why would
FOX run a story critical of Rupert
Murdoch?  The answer is: these news
outlets owned by corporations are less
likely to produce real journalism because
it is not in their self-interest.  As a result,
there are fewer and fewer journalists
covering more and more of the
mainstream media market’s stories with
less and less content in the reporting.  This
situation cannot help keep the electorate
informed in any meaningful way.3

Of course, there are other
explanations for the movement of the
mainstream media market to the right.  It
is plausible that intimidation has
something to do with this trend.  As
Christina Amanpour said while on FOX
News, ‘Certainly television and perhaps
to an extent my station was intimidated
by the administration and its foot soldiers
at FOX News, and it did in fact put a
climate of fear and self-censorship in my
view in terms of the broadcast work we
did.’  As long as FOX News portrays itself
as presenting the patriotic point of view,
other television stations will fear being
branded un-American.  Call it the Sean
Penn effect if you will.  I call it thuggish.

Of course, one might say that this is
not so bad for our democracy.  You could
say that people can always go elsewhere
to find their news.  But nonetheless it is
still irresponsible of the government to
allow a situation to exist where one of the
predominant, if not the foremost, media
markets in the country is able to be
dominated more and more by one
viewpoint.  It creates a situation where
our electorate will be unduly influenced
by one party, and often with false
information.  This will lead to bad
decisions, a trend that does not bode well
for the future of our country.  And perhaps
the most frightening part of it all – the
part that will really make you lose sleep at
night – is that because the people in power
benefit from the current situation, there
is no good reason to think it will change
anytime soon.

1 All of the quotes in this article are
taken directly from the documentary,
“Outfoxed.”.

2 The information from these polls
was found in the documentary,
“Outfoxed.”  However, all of the polls
and commentary on them can be found at
www.pipa.org

3 For a broader discussion of the
frightening implications of corporate
media ownership, please read,
“Oligopoly: The Big Media Game has
Fewer and Fewer Players,” by Robert
McChesney.  The ideas in this paragraph
were mainly inspired by this reading.

ANALYSIS

        BY LOUIS WASSER

It creates a situation where our elec-
torate will be unduly influenced by one
party, and often with false information.
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As long as Fox News portrays itself as
presenting the patriotic point of view, other
television stations will fear being branded
un-American.  Call it the Sean Penn ef-
fect if you will.  I call it thuggish.
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Republican hubris.  Admittedly, John Kerry has lost
some traction in recent weeks as he slipped in poll
after poll.  In the past few weeks, his campaign has
been battered by blow after blow of vile Swift Boat
smears, distractive National Guard memos, and
volleys of Republican innuendo.  Kerry supporters
everywhere now shake their
heads in disgust, resigning that
‘Kerry is not going to win.’  We
must stop this resignation.  We
must never retreat to our liberal
sanctuaries and let them win
again.  It’s time to buck up, stop
whining and start fighting.

Certainly there has been bad
news streaming in from the polling
front.  After that vile hate-fest of a
convention in New York where
Republicans engaged in a litany of
sophistry and false attacks against
Kerry, it was inevitable that Bush
would bounce back.  We all had
heart attacks when Newsweek
trumpeted their poll showing an
11-point post-convention lead for
Bush.  The good news is that
Bush’s bounce has deflated.  Since
then, most national polls show that
the race has tightened
considerably.  A Pew Research
Center Poll taken from Sept. 8th

to Sept. 10th found Bush leading
by 12 points; just a week later, they released a new
poll on Sept. 16 which found Bush and Kerry tied
46-46 among registered voters, and with Bush leading
by just one point 47-46 among likely voters.   The
most recent Harris Poll from Sept. 13th actually had
Kerry leading by one point, while an Investor’s
Business Daily/Christian Science Monitor poll had
them tied 47-47 among likely voters.  There are two
other polls which show Bush maintaining a significant
lead: the Sept. 16th New York Times/CBS News poll
had Bush up by 8 points, while Gallup still has Bush
holding on to a 13 point lead, 52-44.

The Gallup Poll, if accurate, certainly spells trouble
for Kerry’s campaign, but we shouldn’t be too fixated
by it.  Both the CBS News and Gallup polls
overweighed the number of Republicans surveyed—
in fact, Zogby and Rasmussen, among the two most
respected pollsters, have already criticized the political

imbalance of these polls.  Gallup respondents
consisted of 40% Republicans, 33% Democrats, and
the rest Independents.  However, in previous
elections, Democrats have always turned out in
greater numbers than Republicans.  In fact, during
the 2000 election, 39% of voters were Democrats,
35% Republicans, and 26% Independents.  There is
no reason to suspect that in this election, Republicans
will turnout in larger numbers than Democrats, given
such great voter antipathy towards Bush.

Furthermore, the Gallup poll
found that Kerry leads Bush
by 7% among the critical
voting block of
Independents.

With all polls taken
together, even with the
outlying CBS News and
Gallup polls, most experts
are estimating that Bush
probably has at most a 5%
lead.  That certainly does not
spell end-game for Kerry.
During the 2000 election,
Gallup released a ridiculous
poll on October 27, 2000,
just a little over a week
before the election, with
Bush leading Gore 52 to
39.  In the end, Gore
actually polled 540,000
more votes than Bush.

Like the 2000 election,
the 2004 Presidential race is
extraordinarily volatile, with
polls swinging wildly from

day to day.  The electoral vote tracking site,
www.electoral-vote.com, has also incongruously
bucked this way and that, as each day new state polls
tip the balance towards Kerry one day, Bush the next.
The moral of all this polling mess?  We need to stop
whining.  We need to recoup our unity and fortitude.
And we will win.

Those who frequent liberal discussion forums such
as DemocraticUnderground.com or John Kerry’s
official blog know firsthand the effect of
discouragement and incessant hand wringing.  After
our radiant DNC convention, these forums
concurrently burst with energy as users excitedly
sensed a momentous whiff of victory within reach.
Users excitedly told I-heard-she-heard anecdotes of
Republicans they knew who were changing their votes
from Bush to Kerry.  Now, at the low point of Kerry’s
campaign, despondency has bred disunity,

disagreement, and worst of all, hostility.  Whenever a
user on Kerry’s blog brings up a new Republican
attacks are themselves sniped by other users.

Think about the marauding Republicans who visit
these blogs in order to gauge the atmosphere behind
enemy lines.  If there’s one thing Republicans are
especially good at, it’s sniffing out fear.  Undoubtedly,
Karl Rove is in his office, delightfully rubbing his
hands, throwing back his head and emitting that
trademark evil cackle of his.  Bush regaining the lead,
and civil strife erupting among the Democrats?  Too
good to be true!

Of course, that’s not to say that we should be
complacent.  We need to stop losing our heads and
realize that in elections, these things always go up
and down.  Those who have seen Kerry speak on
C-SPAN recently have noticed that he is decidedly
calmer than we are.  That’s because Kerry’s strategy
during elections has always been to accelerate from
behind.  Kerry may be down now, but if we stop
bickering and unite once more, we can drive Kerry
back up again, just in time for November.  There’s
still plenty of time.  We need to be there for Kerry,
and for his part, Kerry will need to take a hard look
at his campaign strategy and turn things around.  He
already has launched an offensive attack against
distortions of his record.   Kerry’s challenge in the
near future is to find the delicate balance between a
certain amount of combativeness against Bush’s
horrific record, all while straying away from the image
of the crazed, always-mad, always-on-the-attack
Democrat.

Our duty is to always stand resolute for Kerry,
and Kerry’s duty is to stand resolute for us.  We
certainly must question and criticize Kerry’s campaign
when necessary, but never should we fall down and
weep defeat.  After the GOP convention, Michael
Moore wrote in USA Today:  ‘My friends — and I
include all Democrats, independents and recovering
Republicans in this salutation — do not be afraid.
Yes, the Bush Republicans huff and they puff, but
they blow their own house down.’   In this particular
case, Moore is right.  The only thing we have to fear
is fear itself.  We have an outstanding candidate, a
man of substance and true character, who isn’t
intellectually vacant like his opponent.  We have the
issues on our side and voter sentiment on our side.
Expected voter turnout is in our favor.  It’s time to
grab some cardboard and make a few ‘W is for
Wrong’ signs.  It’s time that we report for duty.

...Continued from front page
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Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon

that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL

staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

THE BACK BURNER

Uncle Sam wants YOU – whether you like it or
not. THE IRAQ WAR has a knack for messing up a lot of things for America – one of which
is our military recruitment. Understandably, since the Iraq war began, an American military
which once had to turn away recruits is now desperate for fresh men and women to serve
on the front lines of the War on Terror (as well as elective wars in random middle-eastern
countries, presumably).

The pressure on the military to find new
recruits is becoming more obvious. About 500,000
Reservists have been called up since the beginning
of the Iraq war. Soldiers have been on excruciatingly
extended tours, and many have returned home for
short periods, only to pack and head back to perilous
duty on the Fertile Crescent. The Pentagon has had
increasing difficulty with recruitment – its
recruitment staff has been upped by 1000 – and more
and more soldiers are returning AWOL from the
front lines, all of them changed for life.

Two private members’ bills, both put forward
by veterans of decades-old wars, have fielded draft
legislation in Congress, but in election season there’s
no appetite for such scandalous bills, and there have
been no indications of a coming draft or troop increase
from the Bush administration or the military
bureaucracy. While the need for a draft certainly
looms, the mechanics behind it are stalled.

Nonetheless, rumors of new troop call-ups
persist. Word from out west has soldiers in Fort
Carson, Colorado complaining to the press about
receiving threats from the military if they didn’t re-
enlist for three year terms. The alleged threat?

‘Enlist now, or we’ll send you to Iraq.’
The troop shortage has certainly gotten

political, as Senator John Kerry on 18 September
accused George Bush of planning a secret military
call-up for National Guard and Reserve troops just
after the election – which, if true, would be a politically
salient move for the Bush administration as stateside
military men and women become the next swing
voters. It’s certainly not a draft, but a sure sign that
pressure in the Pentagon’s military hose is quickly
falling.

Let’s just hope that Senator Kerry and draft
conspiracy theorists are wrong. Nevertheless, we’ll
have to wait and see after this November’s pivotal
election, regardless of the victor, if the voice of
Lyndon Johnson will echo once more in the minds of
young people across this nation.

THAT’S THE PREDOMINANT PATTERN OF BUSH FISCAL POLICY. On one hand, the Bush
budgetary machine has pumped billions into the military, which now forms a fifth of
the federal budget. This in and of itself wouldn’t be a bad thing if, aside from not-
so-subtle notions of military-industrial complex, Mr. Bush and his friends at the top
income bracket hadn’t given themselves a massive tax cut.

Now that puts Bush at a level of fiscal irresponsibility that we at TL like to call
‘Reaganomic Hades’ (DISCLAIMER: The term ‘Reaganomic Hades’ does not represent
TL’s views on the current resting place of the soul of former president Ronald Reagan.),

but the insanely ballooning discretionary spending outside
the military has forced TL Staffers to create a new rating
level of budgetary craziness for Bush Jr.’s fiscal policy:
‘Whatthehel lareyoudoingyoucrazyneoconsel l ing-
ourfutureandoursoulsinthebargainfreakinhell.’ We know, it’s a
mouthful. But record stupidity, cruelty and recklessness has earned a 28-syllable piece of
jargon to describe it. Our specialists at the TL Intelligence Unit have worked tirelessly to
craft the above term. Please take a moment to appreciate it.

Please also take a moment to appreciate our government’s $422 B deficit for the

current fiscal year. Adjusted for inflation, the deficit is the largest in
history, eclipsing the record $375 B last year and every yearly
deficit since World War II. It’s a far cry from the once predicted $521 B for 2004
– but inflated budgetary numbers have the effect of toning down expectations and
smoothing over the appearance of record shortfalls.

Kaboom (?)(!)

SPEND SPEND SPEND, CUT CUT CUT

BOTH SOUTH KOREAN AND AMERICAN OFFICIALS were quick to downplay the possibility that a
huge mushroom cloud spotted in North Korea was in fact the result of a nuclear event. I
mean, it’s not like the Bush administration or the South Koreans are worried that card-

carrying member of the Axis of Evil North Korea was developing its own nuclear
arsenal, or that North Korea may soon be among an elite group of nations with
submarine-launched intercontinental ballistic missile capabilities… Right?

Uh oh.
While Condoleeza Rice, Colin Powell, and the North Korean government

itself have claimed or suggested that the cloud was caused by such various things
as a forest fire and a planned destruction of a mountain for the development of a

power project, TL Staffers are slightly more skeptical. On 28 September
North Korea claimed it in fact had developed a small nuclear
arsenal to supposedly deter American nuclear strikes and
prevent war in the Korean peninsula. As well, the recent explosion
occurred on the anniversary of North Korea’s founding, 9 September – usually a
day the North Koreans stage events to bolster national pride. Moreover, the location
of the blast, Yongjori near the Chinese border, is the suspected site for the rogue
nation’s uranium enrichment program. It was within their price range, it had a
convenient location – and what a view! Did we mention that their nuclear program
was secret?

The government of North Korea’s covert nuclear program was revealed
two years ago, and was part of the reason President Bush voluntold the Stalinist
regime to mandatory group meetings of the Axis of Evil back in 2002. (It seems,
however, that North Korea was not part of Axis of Easy-To-Invade
Middle-Eastern Oil-Producing Countries. And Kim Jong-Il, to our
knowledge, has never tried to kill the Prez-o-dent’s Daddy.)

Further complicating the situation is rival South Korea’s insistence on
developing its own nuclear program. Turns out we may have two nuclear duels in
Asia in the coming decades.

Thankfully, N. Korea has agreed to give international inspectors access
to the site of the possible explosion – giving hope to TL editors that as ludicrous
as it may sound, the four kilometer wide mushroom could may have been the result
of North Korean efforts to move mountains for the sake of a mysterious power
project. And while the American administration lacks the kind of
leverage it might have once had with the Chinese (thanks, War in
Iraq!), the international community, including the Bush
administration, may just come through on disarming North Korea
peacefully through shrewd diplomacy (what an innovation!).

Of course, if they don’t, we’ll be seeing a lot more mysterious two and a
half mile wide mushroom clouds – and they won’t all be on the Korean peninsula.
Ka-blewie.

What’s that, you say? We’re in debt because it’s a time of war, and we’re fighting
a War on Terror to boot? Well it hardly seems like a good time for tax cuts, let alone
reckless discretionary spending on the part of the Bush administration, including a $500+
B Medicare overhaul last November. And let’s face it: Bush’s monstrous upper-class
tax cut eclipses the paltry middle-class cuts passed earlier in September just in
time for the election.

Federal deficits have been bad for everyone. Fiscal pressure from above has
helped cause forty-nine out of fifty states wallowing in the red last year, where budgetary
shortfalls have led to cuts in funding for a huge array of public projects and social services.
Cities, facing massive trickle-down budget crunches of their own, have
been forced to choose between education and municipal works, social
services and firefighting, police and homeland security.

Moreover, it’s perhaps the worst time in American history to be ringing up such
debts, if for any reason, the massive demographic change that the ageing baby-boom
generation will cause in the next decade, adding yet another fiscal pressure point – perhaps
the trillion-dollar straw that breaks the camel’s back. In a few decades – without
proper fiscal restraint – America may face a new era without social security or other
entitlement programs, laden with third-world size debt.

So while Bill Clinton will be best remembered for his Oval Office rendez-vous with

White House interns rather than his fiscal austerity, take solace – George Bush
may be remembered as the man who killed fiscal responsibility
for good, and sent most government programs to hell with it.
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IT’S NO SECRET that what’s going on in the Darfur region of Sudan
today is a massive genocide. The Chinese know it. The French see it. The Americans
have called it for what it is. So why, after 16 agonizing months, after half a year of international press
coverage, has no one done anything about it?

The answer, it seems, is more complicated than what TL Staffers have understood in the
past. It’s more than the fact that Americans and Westerners in general are wholly ignorant of the

Sudan situation. We see inaction in Sudan
because of a web of hypocrisy, greed,
and plain contempt of human life.

Part of the Bush administration would love to see American troops defending the largely
Christian Blacks in the South and West of the country. The religious Right lobby in Washington had
Colin Powell recognize the situation in Sudan as a genocide. But will the Bush administration, with its
high-talk of ‘with us or against us’, spreading democracy and peace, and humanitarian intervention in
the Middle-East, have the clout, resources, or the guts to go it alone in Central Africa? Absolutely
not.

The Sudan resolution Powell recently tried to pass in the United Nations had no
chance of surviving the veto of Security members China and France, both of whom are
highly invested in Sudanese oil, and both of whom seem indifferent to human rights – the
Chinese openly so, the French behind the tricolore of empty rhetoric, hypocrisy and
arrogance. The chances of working through the UN, once again, have been thwarted.

Moreover, if Iraq was a humanitarian intervention (and by the rhetoric coming out of the
Bush administration, one would not only think so, but would have no remembrance of the supposed
45-minute ballistic missile threat purported by our British allies back in 2002) then by all means
Sudan is a humanitarian target of much larger proportions – the United Nations has called
what’s happening in Sudan the greatest humanitarian disaster in the world
today – and thus worthy of direct American assistance. Forget the French; to hell with the Chinese
and the whole Security Council while you’re a it – Let’s open a can of GWB-patented whoop-ass!

Well, apparently not. For you see, the part of American foreign
policy that calls for America to be the world’s constabulary
force (in the Project for a New American Century’s terms) has
a few caveats. One is that countries in Africa with minimal oil
reserves and as many weapons of mass destruction as Iraq
apparently don’t count. Moreover, with military resources tied up on Iraq, it’s quite
improbable that even if the conscience of the Christian Right of America had their way in Congress
and in the White House, there would be little left to send to Africa.

The situation in Sudan illustrates two things. For one, if you didn’t already know, Iraq had
nothing to do with humanitarianism. If America was all about large-scale humanitarian interventions,
then Iraq would rank conspicuously low on the list of possible targets for righteous American power.

More compelling is the truth that had we not gone into Iraq,
wasted the lives of countless thousands and
enflamed an entire region, we would have
the resources, if not the will, to take matters
into our own hands in Sudan. Sudan would be a prime

opportunity to rebuke the greedy French and Chinese, underscore the weaknesses of the United
Nations, and assert American constabulary power in a key humanitarian situation. Instead we have
little soft-power clout, no moral high ground over any major ally, and we are without the resources to
defend humanity from the world’s worst crimes. Well done, Mr. Bush.

Americans should remember that casting a ballot against George Bush this coming November

won’t just save the United States from perpetual civilizational recession. It may just save
millions of others outside America in the bargain.

DARFUR: The Lesser
of Two Oil Regions?
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10. Strom Thurmond is my
hero.
9. I love Barbara Streisand.
8. I’m a jackass.
7. The March to the Sea.
6. I like to keep my friends
close and my enemies closer.
5. Dixiecan doesn’t sound
quite like Dixiecrat.
4. To piss off Max Cleland.
3. Elephants live in Africa.
2. The Republican Party is
still the party of Lincoln.

1. I was in the bathroom when Nixon announced
the Southern Strategy.

by Zell Miller

Top Ten Reasons
Why I’m a Democrat

AP

-LMW


